
Classroom Climate

POSITIVE BELIEFS

On errors:

Mistakes help one learn.

On speed:

You are not supposed to
understand everything the first
time around. Care, quality, and
perseverance are what count.

On getting help:

Good students solicit help and
lots of feedback on their work.

On effort and ability:

Consistent effort and effective
strategies are the main

determinants of success.

On effort and ability:

Everyone is capable of high
achievement, not just the fastest.

NEGATIVE BELIEFS

On errors:

Mistakes are a sign of weakness.

Oh speed:

Speed is what counts. Faster is
smarter.

On getting help:

Good students can do it by
themselves.

On effort and ability:

Inborn intelligence is the main
determinant of success.

On effort and ability:

Only the few who are bright can
achieve at a high level.

Figure 13.3: Five Beliefs that Underlie Risk Taking
Positive beliefs are life liberating, the negative ones life limiting.

This risk-taking dimension of climate has to do with the amount of
confidence a student has and the amount of social and academic risk taking
the student will do. Ifit iswell developed, a student might beableto say,"It's
safe to take a risk here. If I try hard, learn from errors, and persist, I can
succeed."

There is a need to collect specific strategies and approaches for nourishing
student risk taking, a need that has been suggested but thus far unfulfilled.
Others often acknowledge the importance of risk taking but seldom explain
how to cultivate it. Forexample, one author writes, "A big piece of teaching
for understanding issetting up social norms that promote respect for other
people's ideas. You don't get that to happen by telling. You haveto change
the social norms—which takes time and consistency" (Lampert 1994).

But how to do this, one wonders.

Here is another example. In a wonderful exposition on the practices of
exemplary teachers who use cognitive strategies to move students from
novice to expert in their problemsolvingin variousdisciplines, Bruer (1993)
writes:
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